The weakest liberal precondition and strongest postcondition predicate transformers are generalized to the weakest invariant and strongest invariant.
INTRODUCTION
Partial correctness is a relation between the program states before and after execution of an entire program. For reasoning about concurrent programs, the appropriate generalization of partial correctness is invariance, which is a relation between the program states before and after the execution of each atomic operation of a program. The appropriate generalization of the Hoare triple {P} S {Q} is the assertion that S leaves a predicate I invariant [13] . Because the invariant I describes the program state during execution, it must depend upon the control state as well as on the values of ordinary program variables.
The predicate transformers wlp (the weakest liberal precondition) and sp (the strongest postcondition) for proving partial correctness properties of sequential programs were developed in the early 1970's by de Bakker and others [3, 41 and popularized by Dijkstra [5] . Here, we generalize them to the predicate transformers win (the weakest invariant) and sin (the strongest invariant) for proving safety properties of concurrent programs. Some of the ideas presented here originally appeared in [12] , but with a different notation.
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To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. correctness information in a predicate. A predicate containing the wlp or sp operator can be used in a program annotation to prove a partial correctness property. While it is well known that the ability to express such predicates is necessary for a logic of Hoare triples to be complete [l] , the practical utility of these predicates in proving partial correctness properties is not widely appreciated.
In an analogous fashion, the predicate transformers win and sin are useful for proving invariance properties of concurrent programs because predicates they can appear in an invariant.
We have discovered two applications of these predicate transformers: reasoning about programs that are not decomposed into their atomic operations, and transforming certain behavioral reasoning into more rigorous assertional reasoning.
We give two examples of reasoning about nonatomic operations. The first shows that, when the atomicity of an operation is obviously irrelevant, we can reason directly about the nonatomic operation instead of pretending that it is atomic. While not having to introduce unnecessary atomicity is aesthetically pleasing, it offers little practical benefit. The second example, a correctness proof of the bakery algorithm [9] , is more compelling. The bakery algorithm is a mutual exclusion algorithm that makes no atomicity assumptions about its operations. Our proof reveals that the algorithm has a subtle bug-more precisely, its correctness depends upon unstated assumptions. Correctness proofs of the bakery algorithm have appeared in [9] and [lo] , and a proof of a variant, requiring the same assumptions, appeared in [II] . The fact that none of these other proofs revealed the hidden assumption indicates the utility of the approach presented here.
Our final example illustrates a different use of the predicate transformers. Assertional reasoning, based upon invariance, has proved to be more reliable than behavioral reasoning, which argues directly about the sequence of operations executed by the program. However, there have been examples in which a purely assertional proof was more complicated than a hybrid proof-one using a behavioral argument to show that the given algorithm is equivalent to a simpler one whose correctness is proved assertionally. It appears that the win and sin operators can be used in these examples to replace the hybrid proof with a simple, assertional one. This is illustrated by a distributed algorithm abstracted from part of a well-known algorithm for computing a minimum spanning tree [6] . This paper is primarily concerned with applications of win and sin rather than with their formal properties. The treatment of the formalism is brief, and no attempt is made to develop a complete proof system. We hope to present completeness results in a future paper.
Our approach is semantic rather than syntactic, meaning that we deal not with pieces of program text but with the mathematical objects represented by those pieces of text. For example, we view the expression z > 0 as a boolean-valued function on the program state (a function that depends only on the value of the variable X) rather than as a string of characters generated by some grammar. By eschewing syntax, we hope to focus attention on the underlying concepts.
The definitions and properties of the predicate transformers win and sin are independent of a programming language. They can be applied to concurrent programs written in any imperative language, regardless of whether processes communicate through shared memory, synchronous or asynchronous message passing, or remote procedure call. However, our major examples involve a generalization of the Owicki- Gries method [lo, 141, and we describe this method only for programs that can be written in a very simple language.
ASSERTIONAL REASONING
We begin with a review of the traditional approach to concurrent program verification that will serve to introduce some notation and describe our view of concurrent programs. We take as an example the program of Figure 1 . In this program, the body of the outer cobegin is executed concurrently as n separate processes, each with a different value substituted for i, and the body of the inner cobegin similarly "forks" n -1 subprocesses. (Here and throughout this paper, the range of values of the variables i and j is assumed to be the set { 1,. . . , n}. To avoid having to define the meaning of an empty cobegin statement, we assume that n > 1 for this program and its variants that appear later.) The await operation can be executed only when its condition is true, in which case it is equivalent to a skip. Angle brackets enclose atomic operations, and the predicate i < j is defined to equal 
Since we are concerned only with safety properties [lo], it does not matter what fairness assumptions are made about when an operation must. be executed. Thus, the inner cobegin could be implemented by a for loop, with the subprocesses executed one after the other.
This program is a simplified version of the bakery algorithm-a mutual exclusion algorithm described in [9] . The critical and noncritical sections are represented by atomic operations, which are assumed not to modify the variables nzlm [i] , and the original bakery algorithm is trivialized by making the operations ,& and ~ij atomic.
States and Predicates
In our semantic approach, a program consists of a set S of states and a set II of atomic operations. ' Here, we describe the set of states; atomic operations are defined in Section 2.2.
'If we were considering liveness properties as well as safety properties, a program would also have to include fairness conditions. States A state of a program is a mapping from the set of program variables to some set of values-in other words, a state consists of an assignment of values to the program's variables. In addition to ordinary program variables, we also introduce control variables that describe the control state of the program.
For simple cobegin programs, such as the simplified bakery algorithm of Figure 1 , the control variables consist of variables at([), for every atomic operation < in II. The variable at([) is a boolean-valued variable whose value is true iff (if and only if) control is at operation 5. For the simplified bakery algorithm, the variables are num[i], at(ncsi), ut(/$), at, at(csi), and ut(pi), for all i,j = 1,. . . , n with i # j. A state of this program is an assignment of nonnegative integers to the variables num[i] and booleans to the at variables.
We restrict the set S of states to allow only valid assignments of values to the control variables. For simple cobegin programs, we require that the values of the at variables do not declare control to be at two places in the same process-except where a nested cobegin splits the process into subprocesses. For example, in the simplified bakery algorithm, ut(qij) and at( csi are not both assigned the value ) true in any state.
The set S of program states may include ones we don't expect to occur during an execution. For example, the simplified bakery algorithm contains states with at(r]ij) true and num[i] = 0, even though ,& sets num[i] to a nonzero value. Similarly, there are states in which at(csl) and at( csz) both have the value true, even though this is a correct mutual exclusion algorithm, and control will never be simultaneously at the critical sections of two different processes while executing the program.
Definition of szl 1:: xm 211 'unl Let $1, . . . , 2, be distinct variables, and let ~1, . . . , II, be values. For any state s, we define sz;:::t; to be the assignment of values to variables that is the same as s except that each xP is assigned the value up. Note that sz: 1:: z," need not be a state if one or more of the xi are control variables.
State Functions and Predicates
A state function is a function whose domain is the set of states, and a predicate is a boolean-valued state function. If P is a predicate, we write s b P instead of P(s) and define k P to equal Vs E S: s k P. Thus, ]= P asserts that P is true for all program states.
A variable is a state function whose value on a state is the value of the variable in that state. In particular, a boolean-valued variable is a predicate.
State Function Not Accessing a Set of Variables
We say that a state function f does not access a set {xl, . . . , x,} of variables iff f(s) = f(s,";:::$!g f or every state s and all values '~1, . . . , w, such that sz;::: E; is a state. Intuitively, f does not access a set of variables iff the value of f can be computed without knowing the values of those variables.2 20ne might expect that a state function does not access a set (~1,.
, zm} of variables iff it does not access each singleton set {xi}. However, this is not true. For example, in the simplified bakery algorithm, taking any state and changing the value of either at(csi) or at(pi) by itself cannot yield a valid control state. Hence, every state function does not access the set {at(csi)} and does not access the set {at(pi)}.
However, at(csi) is a state function that accesses (does not not access) This describes the set of all pairs (s, s::~~,::: zzCS,) such that s + b equals true. In other words, it is an action that can be executed only if b is true, and it has the effect of first evaluating the expressions eP and then setting the xP, all in one step. Although we do not assume that actions are deterministic, we will not discuss the representation of nondeterministic actions.
For the simplified bakery algorithm of Figure 1 The action (2) does not modify any variables other than the xcp; it does not access any set of variables that does not contain the xP and is not accessed by any of the eP. In the simplified bakery algorithm, the action described by ,& modifies only the variables num [2] , at(&), and at(r]zj) for all j # 2; it does not access the set {atMU at(m)) ( as well as many other sets of variables).
the set {at(csi), at(pi)}. What all this means is that there is no unique definition of the set of variables that are accessed by a state function.
Atomic Operations
An atomic operation < of a program consists of an action together with control predicates at(<) and after(<). Intuitively, at([) asserts that control is at a point where < can be executed, and after([) asserts that control is at a point that can be reached by executing [. In the simplified bakery algorithm,
The at predicates are program variables and are not defined in terms of anything else.
We will identify an atomic operation with its action. Thus, if [ is an atomic operation, (s,t) E [ means that the pair of states (s,t) is an element of the action of <. Similarly, we say that an atomic operation does not modify a variable iff its action does not modify the variable.
Our informal statement, that at(<) holds iff control is at < and after([) holds iff control is immediately after E, is formalized as the following assumption about atomic operations.
CTLl. For any atomic operation [: if (s,t) E E then s k ut(<) and t b after(<).
For simple cobegin programs like the simplified bakery algorithm, there is a variable ut(t) f or each atomic operation [ in the set II of the program's atomic operations. For programs written in a different language, the at predicates might be defined in terms of other control variables.
The Hoare Logic of Actions Definition of Hoare Triples
Let [ be an action and let P and Q be predicates. We define the Hoare triple {P}{(Q) to mean V(s,t) E <: (s b P) + (t k Q). In other words, {P}< {Q} asserts that if P is true in state s and executing < in state s can yield state t, then Q is true in state t. While this definition is superficially the same as the usual one for ordinary Hoare triples, it is different in two respects: (i) [ is an action (a set of pairs of states), not a program statement, and (ii) the state includes control variables, not just ordinary program variables.
Proving Hoare Triples
The language-independent rules for reasoning about ordinary Hoare triples [8] apply to our Hoare triples as well. Because our states include control variables, we do not need a separate axiom or proof rule for every language construct. Instead, we can use the simple rule that, if < is the action (2), then {P}<(Q) is equivalent to k (P A b) + Qz; 1:: z~, where Q$::: 2; is the predicate defined by letting We say that a predicate P is an invariant of an action 6, or that < leaves P invariant, iff {P} [ {P} holds. In other words, P is an invariant of 6 iff any execution of 5 from a state in which P is true yields a state in which P is true.
We say that t leaves P unchanged iff it leaves both P and -IP invariant, which is true iff (s + P) F (t + P) for all (s, t) E 5.
Properties of Invariance
We now list some simple properties that are useful for reasoning about invariance, where 6 is an arbitrary atomic operation and P and the Ph are predicates.
ACl. If P does not access the set of variables modified by 5, then 6 leaves P unchanged. AC2. If < leaves each Ph invariant, then it leaves Ah Ph and vh Ph invariant. AC3. If + P + gut then c leaves P invariant. AC4. < leaves P invariant iff it leaves (at(<) V after(e)) A P invariant.
Properties AC1 and AC2 follow from the definitions of what it, means for an action to leave a predicate invariant or unchanged. Properties AC3 and AC4 follow from the definition of invariance and assumption CTLl.
Remember that, an atomic operation 5 consists of an action together with the control predicates at([) and after(<). Properties of atomic operations that do not mention control predicates, such as properties AC1 and AC2, hold for any action.
Properties of a Program

Executions
An execution of the program consists of a finite or infinite sequence so, ~1,. . . of states such that each pair (s,, s,+l) is in some action of IL4 In other words, an execution is any sequence of states obtained by starting in an arbitrary state and executing program actions. Properties of the program are expressed as assertions about the set of executions.
We do not assume any particular starting state for the execution, so the simplified bakery algorithm has executions beginning in a state with all processes at their critical sections. In our formalism, the usual assumption that the program starts in a proper initial state appears as a hypothesis in the property to be proved.
We can consider two programs to be equivalent if they have the same set of executions. A pair of states is in an action of II iff it is in the union of all the actions of II. (Since actions are sets of pairs, the union of actions is just ordinary set union.) The set of executions of a program depends only on the set S of states and the union of the actions in Il. Thus, two programs may be considered equivalent 31n a syntactic approach, one would define 0:: ::: z," when Q and the ep are formulas rather than state functions.
Given formulas for Q and the ep, the formula for 
Properties
A property is a boolean-valued function on the set of sequences of states. The program is said to satisfy a property P, written k P, iff P is true for every program execution.
If P and Q are predicates, we define P + q Q to be the property that is true of a sequence se, ~1,. . . iff ~(se k P) V (V'm: s, k Q). Thus, k P + q Q asserts that Q is true for every state of every program execution that starts in a state with P true.
We consider only properties of the form P + q IQ. Partial correctness is expressed in this form by letting P be the initial condition and Q the predicate asserting that the termination condition (which is a control predicate) implies that the answer is correct. The mutual exclusion property of the simplified bakery algorithm is expressed as P + q Q where P is /ji at(ncsi) and Q is /jizj l(at(csi) A ut(csj)).
Program Invariants
A predicate is said to be a program invariant iff it is an invariant of every action of II, or, equivalently, iff it is an invariant of the union of all actions of lI. A predicate I is a program invariant iff k 1 + CU. It is clear that k P + I, k I =+ 01, and k I + Q together imply + P + q Q. Hence, to prove k P + OQ, it suffices to find a program invariant I such that b P + I and k I + Q. This reduces the proof of a safety property, which is an assertion about executions, to reasoning about predicates and individual actions.
Simple cobegin Programs
We will describe the Owicki-Gries method only for programs that can be written in a simple language of nested cobegins. We now describe these programs and make some definitions that pertain only to them and not to arbitrary programs.
The Programs and Their Control Predicates
A simple cobegin program is one that can be written in a language consisting of elementary statements (such as assignment and await statements), concatenation ( ";"), nonterminating loop-endloop statements, and cobegin-coend statements. We require that any "loop" keywords must precede every ";". Each elementary statement is enclosed in angle brackets, indicating that it represents an atomic operation.
The control variables of a simple cobegin program consist of the variables ut([) for all its atomic operations <. The after predicates can be defined in terms of the at variables by a simple recursion on the program structure; we will not bother giving the general definition. 
Atomic Operations Belonging to Different Processes
We say that two atomic operations belong to diflerent processes iff they occur in different clauses of the same cobegin statement. For example, in the simplified bakery algorithm of Figure 1 , qij and qik belong to different processes if j # k, while pi and qij do not belong to different processes. The Owicki-Gries method is based upon the following property of simple cobegin programs.
CTL2. If atomic operations [ and p in II belong to different processes, then < leaves
at(p) and after(p) unchanged.
Predecessors
We say that an atomic operation ,LA is a predecessor of an atomic operation < iff control can reach 6 by executing p. In the simplified bakery algorithm, /3i is the only predecessor of each q~, and each ~j is the only predecessor of csi. Our restriction that a "loop" cannot follow a ";" implies that an atomic operation has more than one predecessor only if it immediately follows a "coend".
If the body of a loop statement consists of a single atomic operation [, then [ is its own predecessor.
The Owicki-Gries Method
Decomposing the Invariant One can prove directly that a predicate I is a program invariant by proving { 1) [ {I} for every atomic operation 5, as proposed by Ashcroft [2] . However, in the OwickiGries method [lo, 141, the proof is decomposed into smaller steps by writing I as a conjunction of simpler predicates. For our cobegin programs, I is written in the form (3) for predicates Ic and Ii. Intuitively, I is the predicate asserting that, for every atomic operation <, if control is at E then I( is true, and if control is immediately after < then I; is true. We represent I as a program annotation, where {Ic} is written immediately before and {I;} immediately after 5, omitting predicates that are identically true. We say that the annotation is invariant iff the predicate I represented by the annotation is a program invariant. Figure 2 shows such an annotation for the simplified bakery algorithm. For the predicate I defined by this annotation, it is easy to see that b Ai at(ncsi) + I, and some predicate calculus reasoning shows that the definition of i < j implies b I + Aizj l(at(csi) A at(csj)). H ence, to prove the mutual exclusion property for this algorithm, we need prove only the invariance of I. The proof that these conditions imply the invariance of (3) uses properties CTLl, CTL2, and AC2, the definition of a Hoare triple, and properties of the control structure of simple cobegin programs. We urge the reader who is not familiar with the Owicki-Gries method to use it to prove the invariance of the annotation of Figure 2 .
THE WEAKEST AND STRONGEST INVARIANTS
More About Actions
The Composition of Actions Let <,Q denote the composition of the actions [ and p, which is defined to be the action {(s, U) : !lt: ((s, t) E <) A ((t, U) E ,u)}. Thus, cp is executed by first executing [ then executing p, all as a single action. The composition of two actions in II, the set of atomic operations of the program, is usually not an element of II.
The composition {r . . . Em of any finite, nonempty sequence of actions is defined in the obvious way, and the composition of the null sequence of actions is defined to be the identity action {(s, s) : s E S}. Thus, any element in II*, the set of finite sequences of atomic operations in II, is defined to be an action.
Commutativity of Actions
We say that [ right commutes with p (or that p left commutes with e) iff 1'11 5 &. Hence, < right commutes with p iff (s, t) E E and (t, U) E p imply that there exists a state t' with (s, t') E p and (t', u) E 6. Intuitively, 5 right commutes with p iff any state reachable from state s by first executing [ and then executing p is also reachable from s by first executing p then executing 6. Two actions are said to commute iff each of them right commutes with the otherin other words, iff executing them in either order has the same effect. A semaphore action P(s) right commutes with a semaphore action V(s) in a different process, but these two actions do not commute.
The following property is a consequence of the definitions of commutativity and of what it means for an action not to access a set of variables. 
The Weakest Liberal Precondition
For any action < and predicate Q, we define the predicate wlp(J,Q) by letting s k wZp(<,Q) equal Vt E S: ((s,t) E <) + (t k Q). The operator wlp is the weakest liberal precondition operator [5] . The predicate wlp(<, Q) is the weakest one satisfying {wZp([, Q)} < {Q}. Thus, {P} [ {Q} is equivalent to k P + wZp(<, Q), so [ leaves 1 invariant iff k I + wZp([, I). If [ is the action defined by (2), then wlp(J, Q) 3 Q;; ::: z," v -b.
Our definition of wZp(<,Q) differs from the usual definition in that (i) < is an action rather than a program statement, and (ii) our predicates may be functions of control variables, rather than just of ordinary variables. For example, CTLl and the definition of wlp imply t= (Tat(<)) + wZp([, Q) for any atomic operation [ and predicate Q. This result has no counterpart for the usual definition of wlp.
We will use the following properties of wlp, where P, Q, and the Qh are any predicates, and [ and p are any actions. WLP4. If E leaves P unchanged, then k wZp(t, P V Q) E P V wZp(<, Q).
WLP5. If a set of variables is not accessed by [ and not accessed by Q, then it is not accessed by wZp([, Q).
Properties WLPO-WLP2 follow easily from the definition of wlp and are well known. Note that in WLPl, h can range over an infinite set of indices. Property WLP3 follows from WLPO and the easily derived property that Q C p implies k wZp(,B, Q) + wZp(a, Q). Property WLP4 can be derived from WLPl and WLP2, although it is easier to prove it directly from the definition of wlp. Property WLP5 follows from the definitions of wlp and of what it means for a predicate or an action not to access a set of variables.
The Strongest Postcondition
The strongest postcondition operator, sp, is defined by letting t k sp([, P) equal 3s E S: ((s, t) E <) A (s + P). It follows from this definition that {P} [ {Q} is equivalent to /= sp(<, P) + Q.
As observed by de Bakker and Meertens [4] , the operator sp is a dual of wlp; for every property of wlp there is a corresponding dual property of sp. For example, the following are the duals of WLP2 and WLP3.
SP2. If k P + Q then + sp(J, P) + sp(<, Q). SP3. If < leaves I invariant and < left commutes with p, then < leaves sp(p, I) invariant.
The interested reader can derive these and the duals of the other properties of wlp.
Nonatomic Operations Operations and Their Control Predicates
An operation (T consists of a set of atomic operations and two control predicates, at(g) and afier(g). The set of operations of u contains all the atomic operations that constitute g, and the predicates at(a) and after (a) assert that control is at the entry and exit point of 0, respectively. For example, in the simplified bakery algorithm, the operation Si has {qij : j # i} as its set of operations, at(&) G Aj at(vij), and after(&) E at(csi).
We identify an operation g with its set of atomic operations, writing E E u to denote that < is an element of c's set of atomic operations. We can view an operation as a set of actions plus certain control information, so any concept defined for sets of actions is also defined for operations. Any property of operations that does not mention control predicates holds for an arbitrary set of actions.
If o is an operation, we define the control predicate in(a) to equal VEEo at(e), so
asserts that control is inside 0 or at its entry point. We make the following assumption about the relation between in(~), after(o), and the control predicates for the atomic operations in (T.
We identify an atomic operation 5 with the singleton set {<}, so an atomic operation is an operation consisting of a single action. If < is an atomic operation, then in(<) is equivalent to at([).
Therefore, any rules for reasoning about nonatomic operations should reduce to rules for atomic operations when in is replaced by at.
The Action (0)
For an operation o, we let (a) denote the action consisting of all pairs (s, t) such that an execution of o starting from state s can terminate in state t. In other words, (c) is the action obtained by considering (T to be an atomic operation, where nonterminating executions are disallowed. If + after(a) + lin(a) holds, so 0 is not a "self-looping" operation, then we can define the action (u) in terms of o, at(u), and after (c) by
XEu* When self-looping operations are allowed, the definition of (c) is more complicated and is omitted.
Hoare Triples, wlp, and sp for Operations
We have defined Hoare triples, wlp, and sp for actions. We extend these definitions to operations by defining {P} 0 {Q} to equal {P} (0) {Q}, defining wZp(o, Q) to equal wZp(((~), Q), etc.
These concepts are traditionally defined for program statements. If we view a program statement as an operation, then our definitions are essentially the same as the conventional ones-except that our program state includes control information. More precisely, if operation g represents a program statement S, and the predicate Q does not access the set of control variables, then wZp(a, Q) equals
where wZp(S, -) denotes the traditional weakest liberal precondition operator for statement 5'.
Some Definitions for Sets of Actions
We now extend the definitions of some properties of individual actions to properties of sets of actions (and hence of operations) by defining them to hold for a set of actions iff they hold for each action in the set. A set u of actions is said to leave a predicate P invariant iff each action in u leaves P invariant, and to leave P unchanged iff each action in u leaves P unchanged. We say that u modifies a variable iff some action in c modifies the variable, and that it does not access a set of variables iff each of its actions does not access the set of variables. We say that u right commutes with a set of actions r iff every action of u right commutes with every action of r; the definitions of left commutes and commutes are analogous.
Properties of Operations
We will use the following general properties of operations, where u and r are any operations and P, Q, and the Ph are any predicates. Note that OPl, OP2, and OP5 hold for arbitrary sets of actions, not just for operations.
OPl. If P does not access the set of variables modified by u, then u leaves P unchanged. OP2. If u leaves each Ph invariant, then it leaves & Ph and Vh Ph invariant. OP3. u leaves PA Tin(u) invariant. OP4. u leaves P invariant iff it leaves (in(u) V after(u)) A P invariant. OP5. Operations u and 7-commute if each of them does not access the set of variables modified by the other.
Properties OPl, OP2, and OP5 are immediate consequences of the correspondingly-numbered properties of actions. Property OP3 follows from AC3 and the definition of in(u). Property OP4 follows from AC3, AC4, the definition of in(u), and assumption CTLS.
The Weakest Invariant
Definition of win Let u be a set of actions and let Q be a predicate. The predicate win(u,Q) is defined to equal the disjunction of all predicates I such that k I + Q and u leaves I invariant. The operator win is called the weakest invariant operator. By OP2, win(u, Q) is an invariant of u; it is the weakest invariant of u that implies Q. The set of actions u leaves Q invariant iff k Q E win(u, Q). (Since k win(u, Q) + Q always holds, u leaves Q invariant iff + Q +-win(u, Q).)
Expressing win in Terms of wlp The win operator can be expressed in terms of wlp as follows.
Let R denote the right-hand side of (5). To verify (5), we must prove that (i) k R =+-Q, (ii) R is an invariant of u, and (iii) R is implied by every invariant of u. Property (i) holds because the empty sequence, which is in u*, is the identity action L, and wZP(L,Q) = Q. i== I +-wZp(X,Q) imply k I + wZp(JX,Q). A simple induction argument then shows that if u leaves I invariant and k I + Q, then k I +-wZp(X,Q) for all A E CY*, which proves (iii). Let (c*) be lJXEo* A, the action consisting of all (s, t) such that executing some finite number of actions of (T starting in s yields t. It is easy to show that + win(u,Q) s wZp((u*),Q).
If 0 is an operation, so (g) is defined, then (a*) is a superset of (a). While (CJ) contains pairs of states obtained only from complete executions of (T, the action (a*) includes pairs obtained from incomplete executions as well.
Properties of win
We will use the following properties of the win operator, where P, Q, and the Qh are any predicates and u and r are any sets of actions. They follow easily from equation (5) By the definition of winp and WINl, since (ufter(g) =+ P) A(ufter(a) + Q) equals after(a) =S (PA Q).
2. I= P * winp(a, P) PROOF:
Since + P + (after(a) =+-P), WIN2 implies /= win(a, P) =+ winp(a, P). But c leaves P invariant, so k win(a, P) G P. By WIN2, /= winp(a, P A Q) + winp(a, Q).
To prove WINP4, we apply WINP2 to rewrite (in(a) A PA winp(o, Q)) V (ufter(cr) A P A Q) as (in(g) V after(a)) A P A winp(a, Q) and then apply OP2.
The Strongest Invariant
Just as sp is the dual of wlp, we can define an operator sin, the strongest invariant, that is dual to win. For any set of actions 0 and predicate P, sin(a, P) is defined to be the conjunction of all invariants I of o that are implied by P. Corresponding to (5), we have sin(a, P) E V sp(X, P)
AGO*
The dual of winp is sinp(a, P), defined to be sin(a, at(a) A P), where 0 is an operation. We will use the following properties, dual to WIN2 and WINS, which can be derived from (6), SP2, and SP3.
SIN2. If k P + Q then b sin(a, P) + sin(a, Q). SINJ. If (T leaves I invariant and 0 left commutes with T, then 0 leaves sin(7, I) invariant.
Simple cobegin Programs with Unspecified Atomicity
The Programs and Their Control Predicates We now consider simple cobegin programs containing elementary statements that are not atomic operations. These are programs that can be written in the same simple language considered above, except without the requirement that every elementary statement be enclosed in angle brackets. An example of such a program is the bakery algorithm, given in Figure 3 . This is essentially the same as the original version in [9] , though with different notation. It is an extreme example because no atomic operations are specified. specification of a class of programs that are valid implementations of the bakery algorithm. Proving a property of the bakery algorithm means proving that property for any valid implementation.
In addition to the ordinary variables num[i] and c[i], an implementation of the bakery algorithm will contain hidden variablesvariables not explicitly mentioned in Figure 3 . For example, hidden variables are needed to hold the values of intermediate computations when executing ,&. In the bakery algorithm, the control variables are hidden variables. We can't write an explicit expression for the predicate in(Pi) in terms of variables at(<) for atomic operations [ because Figure 3 does not specify what those atomic operations are. Such an expression can be written only for a particular implementation, in which the atomic operations are given.
We let fi denote the set of operations that correspond to the elementary statements and tests of the program. For the bakery algorithm, fi = { ncsi, ~i, ,f3i, 7iyi, ~ij, qij, csi, pi : i # j}. Th e set R is a partition of the set II of atomic operations, since each atomic operation of the program belongs to exactly one operation in s2. Of course, the actual atomic operations that constitute an element of fl depend upon the implementation.
We can deduce certain relations between the at and after predicates from the program control structure. For example, in the bakery algorithm, we have + at(csi) E Aj+i dWrlij) and k (&er(vij) A in(w)) + at(csi). We will assume these obvious relations without giving a formal method for deriving them.
Operations Belonging to Different Processes
The definition of what it means for two arbitrary operations to belong to different processes is the same as the definition for atomic operations-namely, that cr and r belong to different processes iff they occur in different clauses of the same cobegin statement. We make the following assumption, which is the generalization of CTL2 to arbitrary operations.
CTL4. If operations g and T in R belong to different processes, then r leaves at(a),
in(a), and after(a) unchanged. The definition of one operation being a predecessor of another is essentially the same as the definition for atomic operations-namely, an operation p in R is a predecessor of an operation g in IR iff control can reach g by completing the execution of p. In the bakery algorithm, pi is the only predecessor of ncsi, and each ~gj is a predecessor of csi.
The Semantics of Nonatomic Operations
To reason formally about programs with nonatomic operations, we must make some assumptions about those operations. Our first assumption is that, in the absence of concurrent execution of other operations, a nonatomic operation has the expected meaning. For example, executing a nonatomic assignment x := 2 * y when y equals 1 sets x to 2. Formally, this means that we assume the validity of ordinary rules for manipulating wlp formulas involving nonatomic operations. Thus, if g is a nonatomic assignment x := 2 * y, then wZp(a,x = 2) equals (y = 1) V eat.
What it means to execute a nonatomic operation in the presence of concurrent activity is a subtle issue. Consider again a nonatomic assignment x := 2 * y. If x is not concurrently modified by another operation, must execution of this assignment set x to an even value ? One can argue that the answer is "yes", since regardless of what value is obtained when reading y, multiplying it by 2 yields an even number. On the other hand, one can argue that the answer is "no", since (x := y); (x := x + y) is a valid implementation of x := 2 * y whose execution could set z to an odd value-for example, if another process increments y by 1 in the middle of the execution.
Deciding what the semantics of x := 2 * y should be is a problem in language design-a topic we wish to avoid. Instead, we just assume that this operation does not modify or access any variables we don't expect it to. We can make the obvious assumption that x is the only nonhidden variable modified by this operation, and the operation does not access any set of nonhidden variables that does not contain x or y. However, we also need some assumption about the hidden variables that the operation may modify or access.
Intuitively, we assume that each process has its own local variables that are not accessed or modified by any other process. More precisely, we assume that, for each operation rs in R, there is a set of variables that are local to u. If 0 and r are operations in different processes, we assume that they have disjoint sets of local variables. We then assume the following rules for reasoning about nonatomic assignment and await statements.
Assignment
Rule A nonatomic operation x := exp(yl, . . . , ym) modifies only x and variables local to the operation. The operation does not access any set of variables that contains neither x, nor any yP, nor any variable local to the operation.
Await Rule
A nonatomic operation await exp(yr, . . . , ym) modifies only variables local to it. The operation does not access any set of variables that contains neither any yP nor any variable local to the operation.
The Owicki-Gries
Method with Unspecified Atomicity
Decomposing the Invariant
We now extend the Owicki-Gries method to permit reasoning about simple cobegin programs like the bakery algorithm with nonatomic elementary statements. A safety property is still proved by finding the appropriate invariant I, where I is written as an annotation. However, the annotation now denotes the predicate A (in(a) =s-I,) A (after(a) * 1:) UER
Intuitively, this predicate asserts that, for each operation cr, if control is in B then 1, is true, and if control is immediately after (T then 1: is true. Since in(a) is equivalent to at(a) if u is an atomic operation, (7) is the same as (3) if every operation 0 is atomic.
The Owicki-Gries Conditions
To prove the invariance of an annotation, one proves the following nonatomic Owicki-Gries conditions, where J, is defined to be (in ( The proof that these conditions imply the invariance of I is similar to the proof for the atomic Owicki-Gries conditions.
By part (a) of the sequential correctness condition, each operation r in R leaves J, invariant. Therefore, OP2 implies that to prove the interference-freedom condition for the pair (I, 7, it suffices to prove that r leaves in(a) A 1, and after(a) A 1: invariant.
Since u and r are in different processes, r leaves in(a) and after(a) invariant (by CTL4). Hence by OP2, to prove this interference-freedom condition, it also suffices to prove that r leaves I, and IL invariant.
For an atomic operation [, the formula (1~) 6 {I;} is equivalent to the assertion that [ leaves Jc invariant.
Hence, if all operations are atomic, the nonatomic sequential-correctness condition is equivalent to the atomic Owicki-Gries condition. If c and r are atomic operations, the presence of the in(u) and after(a) conjuncts makes this nonatomic interference-freedom condition somewhat weaker than the atomic Owicki-Gries condition.
APPLICATIONS
The Single-Access Rule
It is usually assumed that an operation may be treated as atomic if it contains at most one access to a shared variable. We call this assumption the single-access rule. It was first published by Owicki and Gries in [14] , but probably qualifies as a folk theorem [7] . In the traditional method of reasoning about a concurrent program, one first applies the single-access rule to replace the program with one containing larger atomic operations and then applies the atomic Owicki-Gries method to the new program. We will indicate with an example how the win formalism allows one to use the nonatomic Owicki-Gries method to reason about the original program without using the single-access rule to change the grain of atomicity. The single-access rule is based upon the assumption that any access to a shared variable is atomic, which may not always be the case. may be implemented as two words of memory, with access to each word being a separate action.) A more precise formulation of the single-access rule is that if 8; <; $ appears in a program, < is atomic, and 0 and $ are operations that do not access any set of variables that are not local to the process containing them, then 0; [; II, may be considered a single atomic operation. Any Owicki-Gries method proof of a program transformed with the single-access rule can be turned into a proof of the original program. However, proving this result in general is rather tedious and requires properties of win and sin that we have not introduced. Instead, we illustrate the result with an example-namely, the annotated program of Figure 4 Instead of applying the single-action rule, we apply the nonatomic Owicki-Gries method directly to the annotated program of Figure 5 . We give a more detailed proof than is warranted by the example in order to illustrate the decomposition into simple steps that is the hallmark of the Owicki-Gries method.
Proof of Sequential Correctness-(a)
We must show that every operation 0 leaves J,, invariant. (Recall that J, equals The proof that it leaves 1+% invariant is similar to the proof for r = &.
The Bakery Algorithm
We now prove the correctness of the original bakery algorithm, shown in Figure 3 . More precisely, we prove that this algorithm is correct if two additional assumptions are made about it. Our inability to verify the correctness of the original algorithm will lead to the discovery of the necessary assumptions. These assumptions will be discussed later, after the proof. We have already given rules for reasoning about nonatomic assignment and await statements. The bakery algorithm also contains the nonatomic critical and noncritical sections, for which we make the following obvious assumption. 
Section Hypothesis
In the bakery algorithm of Figure 3 , a csi or ncsi operation neither modifies nor accesses any set of variables that contains neither any num[j], nor any c[j], nor any variable local to the operation.
Almost a Proof
In the Owicki-Gries method, the key to the proof is finding an invariant annotation. In practice, the annotation is obtained by a method of trial and error that can be viewed as an attempt to approximate a weakest invariant. We begin with an informal derivation of an invariant annotation for the bakery algorithm.
After obtaining the annotation, we use the Owicki-Gries method to prove its invariance. This is an idealized presentation; in reality, derivation and proof of the annotation go hand in hand.
We start with the predicate Icsi, which is true when control is in process i's critical section. The truth of Its, must imply that no other process j is in its critical section. The structure of the program suggests that we let I,,, equal Ajzi Ihlj, so we look next at Ikij.
The basic idea of the algorithm is that process i enters its critical section only when num This choice of Ihtj does not satisfy the interference-freedom condition for & or pj (the condition with u equal to vij, and r equal to & or pj), since nzlm[j] can assume arbitrary values during execution of the operations /3j and pj. In such a case, the standard approach is either to strengthen IktJ to imply that control is not in ,L?j or pj, or else to weaken it to be true whenever control is in those operations. Since process j can execute ,0j after process i has executed rlij, strengthening IAzj won't work; we must weaken it. We weaken Ihi, to require only that i < j hold while control in process j is after fij and before pj. This is still strong enough to guarantee mutual exclusion when we take Icai to be Ajfi Ihij. Let Qij be the predicate asserting that if control is in rj, Sj, or csj, then i < j. Our next guess at Ikij is Ni A Qij.
Our choice of I&, still does not satisfy the interference-freedom condition for pj because /3j puts control at yj without necessarily ensuring that i < j. We must strengthen Ihlj by conjoining a predicate to ensure that i < j if executing pj leaves control at rj. Since Urinp(pj, i < j) is the predicate asserting that i << j holds upon completion of pj, we conjoin the predicate in(pj) + thp(@j,i < J'), which we denote by Plj. We thus choose Ni A Pij A Qij for Ih,3. A quick check shows that this IhIj seems to be left invariant by every operation of process j.
The standard approach is to work backwards through the program, so we now choose Ivij. Since we know nothing about the atomic operations that constitute nij, we are forced to let I,,ij equal winp(vij, IA,) in order to satisfy part (a) of the Sequential Correctness Condition. We continue working backwards and now try to find ILlj , Part (b) of the Sequential Correctness Condition states that at(qij) A ILlj implies IVij, which equals winp(vij, Ni A Pij A Qij). By WINPl, Iiij must therefore imply WZp(qij, Ni A Pij A Qij). In the absence of concurrent activity, i < j must hold upon completion of vi?, SO executing vij makes Qij true. In other words, wZp(qij, Qij) is identically true. Since executing r/ij doesn't change Ni or Pij, we see that wlp(vij, Ni A P& A Qij) equals Ni A P&, which becomes our natural choice for I&.
Continuing backwards in this way, we let IEij equal winp(cij, ILij) and choose lGi so it implies wlp(~ij, Ni A P&). Since eij does not change num[i], we see that wlp(~ij, Ni A P&) equals Ni A wZp(~+, P&). If wZp(~ij, P&) were identically true, then we could let Iki equal Ni, which obviously holds after process i has executed pi and yi. Unfortunately, wZp(~ij, P$) is not identically true; just looking at cij gives us no reason to believe that Pij will be true after executing it.
Simply manipulating formulas will take us no further; we must think about why the algorithm works. The predicate Plj asserts that if /9j is currently executing, then running it to completion will set nzlm[j] to a value that makes i << j true. We expect Pij to be true after executing eij because eij terminates only when it finds c[j] false, and c[j] is true when control is in statement pj. This suggests replacing Pij by the weaker predicate (in(/?j) A c[j]) + winp(@j, i << j), which we denote Pij. A complete execution of eij terminates only when c[j] is false, SO wZp(eij, Pij) is identically true and we can satisfy the requirement that I!,i implies wZp(cij, Ni A Pij) by letting IGi equal Ni. Of course, we must also make sure that replacing Plj by Pij does not invalidate any of the conditions we have already checked.
The rest of the derivation is straightforward, so we stop now and define the complete annotation. First, recall that the predicates Ni, Pij, and Qij, for i # j, are defined as follows:
where in(6j) is defined to equal VI in(ckl)Vin(qbl). The predicates of the annotation are defined below. Each 1, that contains a winp is equal to winp(a, IL), but WINPS has been used to write some of these predicates in a more convenient form.
The predicate defined by the annotation is clearly true in the initial state and, since ICSi and ICsj cannot both be true if i # j, it implies the mutual exclusion condition. We now attempt to prove the invariance of this annotation using the nonatomic Owicki-Gries method.
Proof of Sequential Correctness-(a)
We must prove that each operation u leaves J, invariant.
ncsi: Since InCSi and I;,, , both equal true, OP4 implies that J,,,, is left invariant by ncsi. Ck!i: WINP4 implies that oi leaves Jai invariant. We must show that for every operation CI: if pi,. . . , pm are the predecessors of (T, then k at(a) A A, I& + 1,. There are eight choices of u to consider.
7KSi: k (Ut(7LCSi) A 1jJ * I,,,z, is trivially true, since I,,,, E true.
PROOF: By WINPl. 
Proof of Interference Freedom
For each operation 7 and each operation g in a different process from T, we must prove that 7 leaves both in(a)AI,AJ, and ufter(a)AI~AJ, invariant. As observed in Section 3.8, to prove that 7 leaves in(a)Al,AJ, invariant, it suffices to prove that it leaves either 1, A J, or simply 1, invariant, and similarly for after(a) A 1: A J,.
Proof for r = ncsk.. We begin by proving that ncsk leaves invariant the "primitive" predicates, such as Pij, that appear in the annotation. Predicate Pij is a little trickier than the rest because it contains a winp formula. Also, since Pij and Qij mention the control state of process j, which is changed by ncsj, the case k = j requires special consideration. PROOF: Reasoning about control predicates implies
Hence, (in( ncsj) V ufter( ncsj)) A Qij is identically true, so OP4 implies that ncsj leaves Qij invariant. NC4. Operation ncsj leaves Pij invariant, for i # j.
PROOF: The proof is similar to that of NC3.
Using these four results, we can prove that nCsI, leaves 1g and 1: invariant, for each operation c in process i, where i # k. If I, contains no winp expression, then invariance follows easily from NCl-NC4. The proofs for all g containing a winp expression are similar to the proof for (T = eij, which is given below. We must now prove the interference-freedom condition for r = ,& and all u in process i, with i # Ic. For most operations U, the proof is essentially the same as for 7 = &k. When c = Eij, the proof for r = bk is simpler than the proof for r = ffk, since ,6j commutes with .eij and CXj does not. However, the proof for CJ = nij is is trickier because flj does not commute with qij. We consider the interference-freedom proofs for r = ,& only when u equals pi and 7/ij, with i # /c.
pi: We must prove that pk leaves 10% and I/;, invariant. The proof of the individual interference conditions for T = yk are similar to the proofs for r = ok and are omitted.
Proof for r = ekl (Ic # I).. The proof begins, as usual, by stating and proving ~1-64, the analogs of NCl-NC4. Their proofs are essentially the same as the proofs of 71-74. The interference-freedom conditions follow easily from ~1-64, WINS, and OP2, using the Assignment and Await Rules and WIN5 to show that ~kl commutes with oi, /?i, eij, and vij, for i # k.
Proofs for 7 = vkl (k # 1) and 7 = csk.. These proofs are similar to the proofs for ekl and ncsk, respectively, and are omitted. We can fix the proof by replacing winp(,8j, i << j) with a predicate h?+j having the following properties. We leave it to the reader to check that if l&j satisfies these properties, then the invariance proof above works with Rij substituted for winp(pj, i < j) in the definition of Pij. (Perhaps the most difficult part of this proof is verifying p3, which is done by using property (ii) to show that b Jo2 A Pij A Qij E (Jp, A Rij) V (after(fij) A.. .).)
We also leave it to the reader to check that, for the implementation of pj given above, we can define Rij to be
thereby proving that the algorithm is correct with this implementation of ,Bj. (Property (i) is proved by applying the nonatomic Owicki-Gries method to the one-process program ,Bj .)
The following is an example of a valid implementation of pj for which there is no such predicate Rij, and for which the bakery algorithm is incorrect. There is nothing in Figure 3 to prohibit such an implementation of statement &; it would be a fine implementation if ,Bj appeared in a sequential program. We leave it to the reader to construct a scenario demonstrating that the bakery algorithm does not satisfy the mutual exclusion property with this implementation of &.
Another Example
Thus far, we have used win to reason about statements with an unspecified grain of atomicity. In our final example, we use sin to replace behavioral reasoning with assertional reasoning. The example may seem contrived, but it is abstracted from the part of the minimum spanning tree algorithm of Gallager et al. [6] that computes the minimum-weight external edge of a fragment. For this example, we just sketch the programs and proofs, omitting details.
Consider a tree of processes, each one communicating with its parent and its children by sending messages. Each node p has a value vaZ/p], and the goal of the algorithm is for the root process, denoted by T, to compute the minimum of all these values. The algorithm is obvious-every process finds the minimum of its value and that of its descendants, and reports that value to its parent. Each process p maintains three variables:
a queue of received messages. The algorithm terminates when cnt[r] = 0 and Q[ r is empty, at which time mini [r] ]
is the result. We wish to prove the partial correctness property k P + q IQ for this algorithm, where P asserts the initial condition on the queues and Q asserts that if the termination condition holds then mini [r] has the correct value. Define a process to be active if there is a report message in its queue or any message in the queue of any descendant, and to be finished if it is not active and there is no jind message in its queue or in the queue of any ancestor. Let I be the predicate asserting that for every process p:
( The reader can check that /= P + I, k I =+ Q, and I is left invariant by every program action, proving that t= P + q Q.
Thus far, our example has been a simple exercise in assertional reasoning. We now complicate matters by allowing the tree of processes to grow dynamically. We assume a larger collection of processes, only some of which are initially in the process tree, and add a new action addchiZd(p, q) that makes process q a child of process p. This action may be executed only when the following conditions hold: q is not the parent or child of any process, Q[q] is empty, and waZ [q] is greater than the minimum of all vaZv] for processes p' currently in the tree.
The following simple operational argument shows that the modified algorithm, with the addchild actions, satisfies the same correctness property P + q Q. If an
action is executed before the find(p) action, then the effect is the same as if q were part of the original process tree. On the other hand, if the action is executed after the find(p) action, then the effect is the same as if q were added to the process tree after the algorithm had terminated. Hence, we may pretend that each addchild action occurs either before or after the algorithm is executed. It is clear that executing an addchiZd(p, q) action at the beginning does not change P, and, since the action is executed only if vaZ[q] is greater than the minimum value among existing tree processes, executing it at the end does not change Q. Hence, the modified algorithm satisfies P + q Q.
Although the modified algorithm satisfies the same partial correctness property as the original algorithm, a different proof is required because the modified algorithm does not leave I invariant. For example, an addchiZd(p, q) action can make condition 3 of I false. One can find a new invariant for the modified algorithm, but it would be nice to reason directly from the correctness of the original algorithm, as in the behavioral argument.
Let us write each addchiZd(p, q) action as the union of the two actions preadd(p, q) and postadd (p, q), where a pair (s, t) is in preadd(p, q) if process p is neither active nor finished in state s, otherwise it is in postadd(p, q). (Formally, we modify the set II of actions but leave the union of all actions unchanged, so we obtain an equivalent program.) The reader can check that every preadd action leaves I invariant; it is the postadd actions that may falsify I.
Let u denote the set of all postadd actions. We show that sin(a, I) is the invariant that proves the correctness of the modified algorithm. To do this, we must prove /= P * s&(0,1), /= sin(o, 1) =+ Q, and the invariance of sin(a, I).
As we observed above, every addchild action leaves P and Q invariant, so every action of IT does also. Hence, /= sin(a, P) E P and k sin(a, Q) G Q. By SINZ, k P + sin(cr,l) and /= sin(a,l) + Q then follow from k P + I and + I 3 Q.
Finally, we show that sin(a, I) is an invariant. It is obviously left invariant by any action in g, so we must show that it is left invariant by every other action. By SINS, it suffices to show that every action not in ~7 left commutes with a postadd(p,q) action. It is clear that the action postadd (p,q) commutes with every action not in 0 except for the following: preadd(p',p), preadd(q,q'), find(p), and find(q action cannot be executed.
preadd(q, q'). The composition postadd(p, q) preadd(q, q') is empty because addchild(p, q) addchild(q, q') can be nonempty only if the two addchild actions are either both postadd or both preadd actions. This completes the proof of invariance of sin(cr, I).
DISCUSSION
Although we have provided rigorous, step-by-step proofs in our first two examples, we have not tried to be completely formal. We did not give the rules for reasoning about control predicates needed to prove such obvious relations as b (in(ejl) V ufter(cjl)) + Tin(&) for the bakery algorithm. We believe that if a formalism is to be useful, it must be possible to use it rigorously but informally, without having to prove obvious properties.
Experience with the atomic Owicki-Gries method indicates that it can be used in this way, and we believe that the same is true of the nonatomic version employing win and sin.
In judging the utility of win and sin, it is instructive to consider why previous correctness proofs of the bakery algorithm did not discover its hidden assumptions. The original proof in [9] is an informal behavioral one, so it is not surprising that it is incorrect. The proof in [ll] utilizes a set of axioms for reasoning about behaviors involving nonatomic operations. While the use of axioms gives an appearance of extreme rigor, the method ultimately reduces to the unstructured, informal reasoning of ordinary mathematics. The undetected assumptions in the bakery algorithm provide one more example of the unreliability of such reasoning.
A rigorous Owicki-Gries method proof is given in [lo] . However, since the original Owicki-Gries method requires that all atomic operations be specified, it was necessary to translate the bakery algorithm into one with explicit atomic operations. The translation effectively specified a particular class of implementations of the algorithm-a class that includes only implementations satisfying the hidden assumptions. This proof illustrates the danger in trying to replace one program with an equivalent one, if the equivalence has not been proved formally. Without a formal justification of the single-action rule, even its use should be regarded with suspicion.
The bakery algorithm's two hidden assumptions are that ,& sets num [i] to be (i) positive and (ii) greater than num[j], even if it is executed while the value of n~m[k] is being changed, for Ic # i, j. Although the algorithm has been rather widely studied, we know of only one other person who independently discovered assumption (ii). We discovered assumption (i) only when expanding an earlier l Leslie Lamport version of our win proof to its present, more rigorous, form. We knew about assumption (ii) before writing this article, but we are confident that attempting the proof would have led to its discovery anyway.
Assertional methods, including the Owicki-Gries method, reduce a proof of correctness to a collection of small steps-each of which involves reasoning about a single operation. Previous assertional methods require that each operation be atomic. The win and sin operators permit the generalization of these methods to allow nonatomic operations. However, much work remains in assessing the practical utility of these operators and developing their formal theory. We believe that our rules for reasoning about win provide a relatively complete method for proving P + q Q formulas for simple cobegin programs, where the semantics of nonatomic operations are defined by the Assignment and Await Rules, but a detailed proof of this result has not yet been written. Moreover, we expect a formal system for reasoning about nonatomic operations to be much more sensitive to the semantics of the particular language constructs than one for reasoning about atomic operations, so no far-reaching conclusions can be drawn from a single completeness result. In particular, nonatomic communication primitives have yet to be studied.
